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committees in control of different departments of work, with
their frequent changes and the constant fear of the rate-
payers before them — all of which things make a well-thought-
out general financial policy very difficult — have seldom of
themselves the power or the will to undertake a compensat-
ing policy in employment. Hence we may conclude, with
Dr. Bowley, " that the only possible way of influencing the
amount of employment provided by local authorities, without
whose co-operation the policy of regularisation can only be
partly successful, is by exercise by the Central Government
of its powers of compulsion, of making or withholding grants,
of granting or refusing power to borrow and, above all, of
providing capital on easy terms at times when it is desirable
on national grounds that public works should be set in hand ".*
During the difficult period of the 1920-21 post-war slump the
Central Government exercised its power of stimulus through
grants-in-aid in very considerable measure.2 An arrangement
looking to regular and continuous action on these lines had
already, in 1909, been embodied in the Development and
Road Fund Act, where it is provided that parliamentary
grants to local authorities " must be expended, bearing in
mind the general state and prospects of employment ". When,
therefore, the 1944 White Paper urges that " public invest-
ment, both in timing and in volume, must be carefully planned
to offset unavoidable fluctuations in private investment ",8
it is treading, at all events as regards timing, upon ground
that was prepared long ago.
§ 5. This policy cannot, indeed, be pressed without limit.
For the time incidence of a large part of public capital ex-
penditure can only be adjusted on these lines at a prohibitive
cost in inconvenience or in risk. A particular town, for
example, may be quite uncertain now whether it will want
more school buildings ten years hence ; and ten years hence,
when it does want them, it cannot without grave dereliction
of duty further postpone the satisfaction of its needs. The
central government again cannot foresee exactly its future
requirement of ships and guns : it will not care to anticipate
1 Is Unemployment Inevitable ? 1924, p. 376.
8 For a summary of what was done, of. Morley, Unemployment Belief in
Great Britain, pp. 189-91.
8 White Paper on Unemployment Policy, p. 18, § 48(c).

